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Inside Secrets to Stay Energized, Healthy and Balanced When You Travel For Business! 
Where Healthy Travel Drives Greater Business Profitability 

 

1. Planning Ahead Reduces Stress 

• Packing list with “just in case” kit 

• Order supplements and other necessities early 
2. Getting Through the Airport 

• Opt out of Full Body Scanners 

• TSA PreCheck and Global Entry 

• Buy a bottle of filtered water after security 

• Walk around the terminal for exercise 
3. Prospering on the Plane 

• Noise canceling headphones (even with no sound) 

• Relax/listen to music 

• Fill your bottle with filtered water 
4. Time Zoning to Balance Jet Lag 

• Set to destination time zone immediately 

• Stay up until 9:00 PM first 2 nights 

• Hydration – yes, even MORE water before/during/after flights 

• Earthing – get bare feet on earth 

• Use your Supplements and Essential Oils 
5. Making Your Hotel Room Homey 

• Check for bed bugs 

• Move Technology (EMFs) away from your head 

• Use/Diffuse Essential Oils – calming, disinfect… 

• Blue light filter on technology to help you sleep 
6. Eating Smart While Traveling 

• Airport and airplane food 

• Food combining – Fruits first (preferably alone), no meat/potatoes 

• Indigestion – use supplements/oils – peppermint tea 
7. Staying Active on the Road 

• Walk at the Airport 

• Hotel – stairs, fitness facility 

• Get out and about – dinner, touring, walking at the mall 
8. Keys to Stay Well 

• Act early – at first sign of any issue 

• Avoid sugar, dairy and wheat 

• Take Supplements 

• Rest if possible 
9. Maintaining Great Habits for Next Time 

• Make an appointment with a natural health practitioner when you return from your trip 

• Connect with John: Subscribe/Blog Posts/Social media at www.TravelBalance.net  

• Schedule a Group presentation with your company/group to edutain them on the importance of 
energized and healthy travel and how it impacts profitability 

 

 

 
 

John is a Professional 
Speaker, Naturopath and 
Author. He has been 
teaching sales classes 
internationally for IBM 
since 2006, and as a 
result, wrote a book 
called Travel Balance, 
that helps people to stay 
energized, healthy and 
balanced while traveling. 
He has taught more than 
4,000 people in 26 
countries about his 
secrets to better health 
on the road (and back at 
home) with fabulous 
reviews! 
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